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Motivation

Electron is stable because of electric charge conservation.

But proton stability is not guaranteed by any fundamental symmetry.

In the SM, proton is stable due to an accidental global symmetry of baryon number (and
B − L). [Weyl ’29; Stückelberg ’38; Wigner ’49]

Not respected in UV-complete theories of quark-lepton symmetry, like GUTs.

Also, B violation is an essential ingredient for baryogenesis. [Sakharov (JETP ’67)]

Unification and baryogenesis provide natural motivations for /B searches.
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Historical Context

Grand Unification of strong, weak and
electromagnetic interactions at
Q &MX �MZ . [Pati, Salam (PRL ’73); Georgi,

Glashow (PRL ’74)]

Consequence: Proton decay mediated by
new gauge bosons which couple to both
quarks and leptons.

Dimension-6 operator: Amplitude
∝ 1/M2

X or decay rate ∝ 1/M4
X .

Lifetime: τp ∼
16π2M4

X

g4
GUTm

5
p
∼ 1030 yr for

MX ∼ 1014 GeV.

1030 nucleons ∼ 20 ton of water.

Original idea behind Kamiokande
(Kamioka Nucleon Decay Experiment).

Subsequently upgraded to
Super-Kamiokande (several kt water).
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Experimental Status (Snowmass 2001)
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Experimental Status (Snowmass 2013)

[Hewett et al, 1401.6077]
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Experimental Status (Snowmass 2021)

[BD, Koerner, Saad et al, 2203.08771]

Please see the proton decay parallel session this afternoon for the experimental details.
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Dominant Proton Decay Modes
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Figure 1: Left-diagram: Dominant proton decay mode p ! e+⇡0 in non-SUSY GUTs (here (Xµ)a
i = (Xa

µ, Y a
µ )T is the

iso-doublet gauge field). Right-diagram: Dominant proton decay mode p ! ⌫K+ in SUSY GUTs (example diagram
with Higgsino dressing, see text for details). The blob here represents the dimension-5 operator induced by colored
Higgs exchange.

B, and lead to proton decay via dimension-6 operators of the form such as uc�µQec�µQ etc [48, 52–54]. An example
diagram is presented in Fig. 1 (diagram on the left).

Non-observation of proton decay requires these gauge bosons to be superheavy, and this bound can be computed
easily by approximating the left diagram in Fig. 1 by a four-fermion interaction; by doing so, one obtains,

⌧p ⇠ 16⇡2M4
X

g4
GUTm5

p

, (2.1)

where gGUT is the unified gauge coupling and mp and MX are the proton and superheavy gauge boson masses,
respectively. Then the current experimental bound of ⌧p(p ! e+⇡0) > 2.4 ⇥ 1034 yrs from the Super-Kamiokande
Collaboration [55] typically implies MX ⇠ MGUT & 5⇥ 1015 GeV. In addition to p ! e+⇡0, current (as well as future)
experimental bounds (sensitivities) on other important proton decay modes are summarized in Table 1.

In fact, the minimal SU(5) GUT (GG model) in combination with imprecise unification of gauge couplings predicts
the proton lifetime of order ⌧p ⇡ 1028�1032 yrs and was already ruled out by early proton decay experiments. Moreover,
there are additional flaws of the GG model: (i) gauge couplings do not unify, (ii) it predicts an incorrect fermion mass
relation, me/mµ = md/ms, (iii) there is a doublet-triplet splitting problem [62, 63] (a generic problem in most of the
GUT models), i.e., the fine tuning needed to render the electroweak-doublet Higgs in the 5-dimensional SU(5) Higgs
light while keeping the color-triplet components at the GUT scale, and (iii) neutrinos remain massless, as in the SM.
Nevertheless, many proposals were made in the literature towards building a viable GUT by extending the GG model;
for an incomplete list of realistic models that also incorporate non-zero neutrino masses, see, e.g., Refs. [20, 64–83]. One
of the most minimal renormalizable extensions of the GG model was advanced recently in Ref. [82] and employs fields
residing in the first five lowest dimensional representations of the SU(5) group. In this model, a vectorlike fermion in

Modes
(partial lifetime)

Current limit [90% CL]
(1034 years)

Future Sensitivity [90% CL]
(1034 years)

⌧p
�
p ! e+⇡0

�
Super-K: 2.4 [55]

Hyper-K (1900 kton-yrs): 7.8 [56]
DUNE (400 kton-yrs): ⇠1.0 [57]
THEIA (800 kton-yrs): 4.1

⌧p
�
p ! µ+⇡0

�
Super-K: 1.6 [55] Hyper-K (1900 kton-yrs): 7.7 [56]

⌧p
�
p ! ⌫K+

�
Super-K: 0.66 [58]

Hyper-K (1900 kton-yrs): 3.2 [56]
DUNE (400 kton-yrs): 1.3 [59]
JUNO (200 kton-yrs): 1.9 [60]
THEIA (800 kton-yrs) 3.8

⌧p
�
p ! ⌫⇡+

�
Super-K: 0.039 [61] �

Table 1: Current lower limits from Super-Kamiokande on partial lifetime for different proton decay modes are presented
in the second column. The third column shows future sensitivities at 90% confidence level (CL) of the Hyper-K, DUNE,
JUNO, and THEIA detectors.

– 5 –

[BD, Koerner, Saad et al, 2203.08771]
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Theory Predictions (Non-SUSY Models)

Model Decay modes ⌧N (N = p, n) [years] Ref.
Non-SUSY minimal SU(5) p ! e+⇡0 1030 � 1032 Georgi, Glashow [16]
Non-SUSY minimally extended p ! e+⇡0 . 2.3 ⇥ 1036 Doršner, Saad [82]
SU(5) (neutrino mass: 1-loop)
Non-SUSY minimally extended p ! e+⇡0 1032 � 1036 Perez, Murgui [74]
SU(5) (neutrino mass: 1-loop) p ! ⌫K+ 1034 � 1037

Non-SUSY Minimal SU(5) [NR] p ! ⌫ +
�
K+,⇡+, ⇢+

�
1031 � 1038 Doršner, Perez [64]

(neutrino mass: type-II seesaw) n ! ⌫ +
�
⇡0, ⇢0, ⌘0,!0, K0

�

Non-SUSY Minimal SU(5) [NR] p ! e+⇡0 . 1036 Bajc, Senjanović [65]
(neutrino mass: type-III+I seesaw)
Non-SUSY Extended SU(5) p ! e+⇡0 1034 � 1040 Saad [80]
(neutrino mass: 2-loop)
Minimal flipped non-SUSY SU(5) p ! e/µ+⇡0 1038 � 1042 Arbeláez, Kolešová, Malinský [175]
Non-SUSY Minimal SO(10) p ! e+⇡0 . 5 ⇥ 1035 Babu, Khan [165]
Minimal SO(10) with 45 Higgs p ! e+⇡0 . 1036 Bertolini, Di Luzio, Malinský [176]
Minimal non-Renormalizable SO(10) p ! e+⇡0 . 1035 Preda, Senjanović, Zantedeschi [173]
Non-SUSY Generic SO(10) p ! e+⇡0 Chakrabortty, King, Maji [164]
Mint : G422 1034 � 1046

Mint : G422D 1031 � 1034

Mint : G3221 1036 � 1046

Mint : G3221D 1033 � 1043

Non-SUSY Generic E6 p ! e+⇡0 Chakrabortty, King, Maji [164]
Mint : G4221 1027 � 1036

Mint : G4221D 1027 � 1036

Mint : G333 ! G3221 1032 � 1036

Mint : G4221D ! G421 1026 � 1048

Mint : G4221 ! G421 1025 � 1048

Minimal SUSY SU(5) p ! ⌫̄K+ Dimopoulos, Georgi [42], Sakai [100]
n ! ⌫̄K0 1028 � 1032 Hisano, Murayama, Yanagida [99]

Minimal SUSY SU(5) p ! ⌫̄K+ . (2 � 6) ⇥ 1034 Ellis et. al. [107]
(cMSSM) p ! e+⇡0 1035 � 1040

Minimal SUSY SU(5) p ! ⌫̄K+ . 4 ⇥ 1033 Babu, Bajc, Tavartkiladze [177]
(5 + 5 matter fields) p ! µ+⇡0/K0, n ! ⌫⇡0/K0 1033 � 1034

SUGRA SU(5) p ! ⌫̄K+ 1032 � 1034 Nath, Arnowitt [103, 178]
mSUGRA SU(5) (Higgs mass constraint) p ! ⌫̄K+ 3 ⇥ 1034 � 2 ⇥ 1035 Liu, Nath [111]
NUSUGRA SU(5) (Higgs mass constraint) p ! ⌫̄K+ 3 ⇥ 1034 � 1036

SUSY SU(5) or SO(10) p ! e+⇡0 ⇠ 1034.9±1 Pati [179]
MSSM (d = 6)
Flipped SUSY SU(5) (cMSSM) p ! e/µ+⇡0 1035 � 1037 Ellis et. al. [180–182]
Split SUSY SU(5) p ! e+⇡0 1035 � 1037 Arkani-Hamed, et. al. [183]
SUSY SU(5) in 5D p ! µ+K0 1034 � 1035 Hebecker, March-Russell[184]

p ! e+⇡0

SUSY SU(5) in 5D variant II p ! ⌫̄K+ 1036 � 1039 Alciati et.al.[185]
Mini-split SUSY SO(10) p ! ⌫̄K+ . 6 ⇥ 1034 Babu, Bajc, Saad [146]
SUSY SO(10) ⇥ U(1)PQ p ! ⌫̄K+ 1033 � 1035 Babu, Bajc, Saad [147]
Extended SUSY SO(10) p ! ⌫̄K+

Type-I seesaw 1030 � 1037 Mohapatra, Severson [186]
Type-II seesaw . 6.6 ⇥ 1033 Mohapatra, Severson [186]
Inverse seesaw . 1034 Dev, Mohapatra [187]
SUSY SO(10) p ! ⌫̄K+ Shafi, Tavartkiladze [188]
with anomalous n ! ⌫̄K0 1032 � 1035

flavor U(1) p ! µ+K0

SUSY SO(10) p ! ⌫̄K+ 1033 � 1034 Lucas, Raby [189], Pati [179]
MSSM n ! ⌫̄K0 1032 � 1033

SUSY SO(10) p ! ⌫̄K+ 1033 � 1034 Pati [179]
ESSM . 1035

SUSY SO(10)/G(224) p ! ⌫̄K+ . 2 · 1034 Babu, Pati, Wilczek [190–192],
MSSM or ESSM p ! µ+K0 Pati [179]
(new d = 5) B ⇠ (1 � 50)%
SUSY SO(10) ⇥ S4 p ! ⌫̄K+ . 7 ⇥ 1033 Dev, Mohapatra, Dutta, Severson [193]
SUSY SO(10) in 6D p ! e+⇡0 1034 � 1035 Buchmuller, Covi, Wiesenfeldt [194]
GUT-like models from p ! e+⇡0 ⇠ 1036 Klebanov, Witten [195]
Type IIA string with D6-branes

Table 2: Synopsis of the expected nucleon lifetime in various representative GUT models (see also Ref. [196]). NR
here stands for non-renormalizable. For details, see text.

any new parameter in the Yukawa sector, it was shown in Ref. [146] that a minimal realistic extension is to add a
54 multiplet to the symmetry breaking sector. This setup allows the intermediate breaking scale of order 1012 � 1013

– 9 –

[BD, Koerner, Saad et al, 2203.08771]
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Non-SUSY Generic SO(10) p ! e+⇡0 Chakrabortty, King, Maji [164]
Mint : G422 1034 � 1046

Mint : G422D 1031 � 1034

Mint : G3221 1036 � 1046

Mint : G3221D 1033 � 1043

Non-SUSY Generic E6 p ! e+⇡0 Chakrabortty, King, Maji [164]
Mint : G4221 1027 � 1036

Mint : G4221D 1027 � 1036

Mint : G333 ! G3221 1032 � 1036

Mint : G4221D ! G421 1026 � 1048

Mint : G4221 ! G421 1025 � 1048

Minimal SUSY SU(5) p ! ⌫̄K+ Dimopoulos, Georgi [42], Sakai [100]
n ! ⌫̄K0 1028 � 1032 Hisano, Murayama, Yanagida [99]

Minimal SUSY SU(5) p ! ⌫̄K+ . (2 � 6) ⇥ 1034 Ellis et. al. [107]
(cMSSM) p ! e+⇡0 1035 � 1040

Minimal SUSY SU(5) p ! ⌫̄K+ . 4 ⇥ 1033 Babu, Bajc, Tavartkiladze [177]
(5 + 5 matter fields) p ! µ+⇡0/K0, n ! ⌫⇡0/K0 1033 � 1034

SUGRA SU(5) p ! ⌫̄K+ 1032 � 1034 Nath, Arnowitt [103, 178]
mSUGRA SU(5) (Higgs mass constraint) p ! ⌫̄K+ 3 ⇥ 1034 � 2 ⇥ 1035 Liu, Nath [111]
NUSUGRA SU(5) (Higgs mass constraint) p ! ⌫̄K+ 3 ⇥ 1034 � 1036

SUSY SU(5) or SO(10) p ! e+⇡0 ⇠ 1034.9±1 Pati [179]
MSSM (d = 6)
Flipped SUSY SU(5) (cMSSM) p ! e/µ+⇡0 1035 � 1037 Ellis et. al. [180–182]
Split SUSY SU(5) p ! e+⇡0 1035 � 1037 Arkani-Hamed, et. al. [183]
SUSY SU(5) in 5D p ! µ+K0 1034 � 1035 Hebecker, March-Russell[184]

p ! e+⇡0

SUSY SU(5) in 5D variant II p ! ⌫̄K+ 1036 � 1039 Alciati et.al.[185]
Mini-split SUSY SO(10) p ! ⌫̄K+ . 6 ⇥ 1034 Babu, Bajc, Saad [146]
SUSY SO(10) ⇥ U(1)PQ p ! ⌫̄K+ 1033 � 1035 Babu, Bajc, Saad [147]
Extended SUSY SO(10) p ! ⌫̄K+

Type-I seesaw 1030 � 1037 Mohapatra, Severson [186]
Type-II seesaw . 6.6 ⇥ 1033 Mohapatra, Severson [186]
Inverse seesaw . 1034 Dev, Mohapatra [187]
SUSY SO(10) p ! ⌫̄K+ Shafi, Tavartkiladze [188]
with anomalous n ! ⌫̄K0 1032 � 1035

flavor U(1) p ! µ+K0

SUSY SO(10) p ! ⌫̄K+ 1033 � 1034 Lucas, Raby [189], Pati [179]
MSSM n ! ⌫̄K0 1032 � 1033

SUSY SO(10) p ! ⌫̄K+ 1033 � 1034 Pati [179]
ESSM . 1035

SUSY SO(10)/G(224) p ! ⌫̄K+ . 2 · 1034 Babu, Pati, Wilczek [190–192],
MSSM or ESSM p ! µ+K0 Pati [179]
(new d = 5) B ⇠ (1 � 50)%
SUSY SO(10) ⇥ S4 p ! ⌫̄K+ . 7 ⇥ 1033 Dev, Mohapatra, Dutta, Severson [193]
SUSY SO(10) in 6D p ! e+⇡0 1034 � 1035 Buchmuller, Covi, Wiesenfeldt [194]
GUT-like models from p ! e+⇡0 ⇠ 1036 Klebanov, Witten [195]
Type IIA string with D6-branes

Table 2: Synopsis of the expected nucleon lifetime in various representative GUT models (see also Ref. [196]). NR
here stands for non-renormalizable. For details, see text.

any new parameter in the Yukawa sector, it was shown in Ref. [146] that a minimal realistic extension is to add a
54 multiplet to the symmetry breaking sector. This setup allows the intermediate breaking scale of order 1012 � 1013

– 9 –

[BD, Koerner, Saad et al, 2203.08771] 11



Other B Violating Modes

∆B

∆L

∆
(B

+
L)/

2
∆
(B −

L)/2

0ν2β0ν2β 0ν4β0ν4β

nn → ππ

p → e+π0n → e−π+

pp → e+e+nn → νν

p → e+ν̄ν̄n → 3ν

nn → 4ν̄nn → 4ν

Instantonnn → n̄ν̄nn → n̄ν3n → 3ν

d ≥ 5 d ≥ 5 d ≥ 10

d ≥ 15

d ≥ 9

d ≥ 12

d ≥ 15 d ≥ 18d ≥ 16d ≥ 19

d ≥ 12d ≥ 15

d ≥ 10

d ≥ 7d ≥ 10

d ≥ 9

d ≥ 6

[Heeck, Takhistov (PRD ’20)]
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Neutron-Antineutron Oscillation

Is it too crazy?

n  n transitions — “too crazy”?

But neutral meson |qq〉 states oscillate -

K0, B0
K0, B0

2nd order weak 

  interactions

And neutral fermions can oscillate too -

νµ ντ
…

So why not -

n n
New 

physics
?

Such systems are interferometers, sensitive to small effects. Neutron is

a long-lived neutral particle (qn<10-21e) with a distinct antiparticle and

so can oscillate. No oscillations have been seen yet.

Need interaction beyond the Standard Model that violates Baryon

number (B) by 2 units. Why should such an interaction exist?
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Connected with the Majorana nature of neutrino mass. [Mohapatra, Marshak (PRL ’80)]
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∆B = 1 versus ∆B = 2

∆B = 1

Proton decay

Induced by dimension-6 operator QQQL.

Amplitude ∝ Λ−2.

τp & 1034 yr implies Λ & 1015 GeV.

Proton decay requires GUT-scale physics.

[Nath, Perez (Phys. Rep. ’07)]
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Figure 1: Diagrams responsible for (a) p ! e+⇡0 decay; (b) n ! e�⇡+ decay; and (c) n� n̄
oscillations.

suppressed by two powers of the cuto↵ ⇤p. Here color contraction, which is unique, should

be understood. Similarly the decay n ! e�⇡+ arises from the dimension seven e↵ective

Lagrangian given by [7, 8]

Le↵(n ! e�⇡+) =
hH0i
⇤3

n

[ĉ5 (dRdR)(dLec
L) + ĉ6 (dRdR)(dc

LeL)⇤]

+
1

⇤3
n

⇥
ĉ7 (ēL�µdL)(dc

L@
µdc

L)⇤ + ĉ8 (dc
L@µeL)⇤(d̄c

L�
µdL) + ĉ9 (dc

L@µd
c
L)⇤(d̄c

L�
µec

L)
⇤
. (3)

Note that these Lagrangian terms involve a vacuum expectation value of the Standard Model

Higgs field, hH0i ' 174 GeV, or a derivative which would yield a light fermion mass in

the decay amplitude, and thus are suppressed by three powers of a cuto↵ scale ⇤n. (For

applications of such d = 7 terms to nucleon decay, baryogenesis and collider signals see Ref.

[8, 9].) Neutron-antineutron oscillations arise from the dimension nine e↵ective Lagrangian

suppressed by five powers of a cuto↵ scale ⇤nn̄ and is given by

Le↵(n � n̄) =
1

⇤5
nn̄

[c01 (uRdR)(uRdR)(dRdR) + ...] . (4)

Here there are a total of eighteen terms [10] which obey four constraint equations [11]. For

brevity we have not displayed them all. These terms are all similar to the term shown in

Eq. (4), but di↵er in their chiral structure, Lorentz contraction as well as color contraction.

For our purpose an illustrative term is su�cient.

3

∆B = 2

Di-nucleon decay and n− n̄
Induced by dimension-9 operator
QQQQQQ.

Amplitude ∝ Λ−5.

Λ & 100 TeV enough to satisfy
experimental constraints (τnn̄ & 10 yr).

n− n̄ oscillation (and conversion) could
come from a TeV-scale new physics.

[Phillips et al. (Phys. Rep ’16)]
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Note that these Lagrangian terms involve a vacuum expectation value of the Standard Model

Higgs field, hH0i ' 174 GeV, or a derivative which would yield a light fermion mass in

the decay amplitude, and thus are suppressed by three powers of a cuto↵ scale ⇤n. (For

applications of such d = 7 terms to nucleon decay, baryogenesis and collider signals see Ref.

[8, 9].) Neutron-antineutron oscillations arise from the dimension nine e↵ective Lagrangian

suppressed by five powers of a cuto↵ scale ⇤nn̄ and is given by

Le↵(n � n̄) =
1

⇤5
nn̄

[c01 (uRdR)(uRdR)(dRdR) + ...] . (4)

Here there are a total of eighteen terms [10] which obey four constraint equations [11]. For

brevity we have not displayed them all. These terms are all similar to the term shown in

Eq. (4), but di↵er in their chiral structure, Lorentz contraction as well as color contraction.

For our purpose an illustrative term is su�cient.
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Current Status and Future Prospects

[Addazi, BD et al. (JPG ’21)] See talk by Daisy Kalra this afternoon
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Theoretical Upper Limit

UV-complete embedding in Pati-Salam partial unification with
SU(4)c × SU(2)L × SU(2)R. [Mohapatra, Marshak (PRL ’80); Babu, BD, Mohapatra (PRD ’08)]

d dc

dc

d

u uc

∆αβ

∆γλ

∆ρσ

∆0
R

nn

u

d

d

u

d

d

A concrete realization of post-sphaleron baryogenesis. [Babu, Mohapatra, Nasri (PRL ’06)]

Leads to an absolute upper limit on the n− n̄ oscillation time. [Babu, BD, Fortes, Mohapatra (PRD ’13)]

[Thanks to Josh Barrow for the experimental lines]
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BSM Implications

n − n

p → e+π0

ν = νc

sphaleron

d

d

d

d

u

u e−

e−

u

u

p → e+π0

∆(B − L) = 0

∆(B − L) = −2

n − n oscillation

Neutrinoless double beta decay

[Babu, Mohapatra (PRD ’15)]
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Connection to Gravitational Waves

[King, Pascoli, Turner, Zhou (JHEP ’21)]
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Lattice Developments

[Yoo, Aoki, Boyle, Izubuchi, Soni, Syritsyn (PRD ’22)] 19



Conclusion

Observation of BNV will be a clear signal of BSM physics.

The best limits come from large-scale neutrino experiments like Super-K.

Expected nucleon lifetimes in a wide class of GUT models are within reach of current and
future (underground) experiments.

Important to study as many BNV channels as possible.

In particular, neutron-antineutron oscillation should be treated with the same level of
importance as proton decay.

Connection to other BSM physics: neutrino mass, baryogenesis, dark matter, gravitational
waves, flavor physics.
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